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Treadmills Built for the Long Term:
Informed buying to help your fitness facility thrive.
Informed buying decisions help fitness facilities thrive. And for facility
operators investing in new equipment, few decisions matter more than
choosing the right treadmills.

health club and university markets in five countries. Through these
interactions, Precor identified three dominant business needs treadmill
investments must meet:
1. RELIABILITY - Treadmills should be durable and provide dependable
performance. They should also be reliably attractive over the long term
and appeal to exercisers aesthetically.
2. LOW OPERATING COST - To mitigate the rising costs of facility
operation, treadmills should incorporate energy efficient components
and technologies.
3. EASE OF SERVICE - Treadmills that are easily serviced can reduce or
even eliminate downtime during peak use hours.
These are the primary factors that influence treadmill buying decisions.
For Precor, they’re primary factors in treadmill design, too.

Quality & reliable equipment keeps
members coming back

Keep your facility running in tip-top shape
while keeping costs down

Healthy Facility MUST-HAVES

Among health club members who describe themselves as “committed”
exercisers, a strong majority (62%) actively uses treadmills1. This high
rate of use confirms the treadmill’s reputation as the foundation of
the cardio floor – and it underscores the business impact of treadmill
investments.

#1 Reliability
#2 Low Operating Costs
#3 Equipment Service

As part of ongoing efforts to gain insights about treadmill buying
patterns, Precor interviewed dozens of fitness facility operators from
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Reliability
According to the facility operators Precor interviewed, treadmills receive
more use than any other equipment. If a treadmill stops working or
requires frequent service, it reflects poorly upon the facility and makes
members unhappy.
The next generation Motor Control System found in Precor Experience™
Series treadmills ensures long lasting, reliable performance through:
•IMPROVED INTERNAL COOLING: A 75% max load run rate
increases the reliability of electronic components by four times.
•ACCURATE BELT WEAR DETECTION: The motor control system
continuously measures the current draw, triggering an alert when the
running belt load rating falls below two.

Another part of reliability is appearance. Facility operators want
treadmills that are attractive to potential members and elevate the
appearance of their clubs, which is why Precor Experience Series
treadmills provide:
•MODERN AESTHETICS: By avoiding painted plastics in favor of
exposed metals, treadmills maintain their new appearance over time.

Low operating cost
Energy efficient treadmills provide significant cost savings. Among the
facility operators Precor interviewed, identifying treadmills built with
energy-saving technologies is a key part of the buying process.
In addition to reliability and performance improvements, the Precor
Experience™ Series treadmills can help facilities lower operating costs
thanks to:
•4 HP AC MOTOR DRIVE: With an 84% efficiency rating, this motor
drive exceeds the new EN efficiency requirements.
•REDESIGNED POWER FACTOR CORRECTION (PFC): By drawing
up to 30% fewer amps, the motor control system now consumes less
power without sacrificing performance.
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•ACTIVE STATUS LIGHT™: Facility staff can determine, at a glance,
whether a treadmill requires maintenance and diagnose the type of
maintenance required.
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“My costs of operation continue to rise,
so i have to get more value
out of the same amount of dollars spent.”
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Low operating cost
Energy efficient treadmills provide significant cost savings. Among the
facility operators Precor interviewed, identifying treadmills built with
energy-saving technologies is a key part of the buying process.
In addition to reliability and performance improvements, the Precor
Experience™ Series treadmills can help facilities lower operating costs
thanks to:
•4 HP AC MOTOR DRIVE: With an 84% efficiency rating, this motor
drive exceeds the new EN efficiency requirements.
•REDESIGNED POWER FACTOR CORRECTION (PFC): By drawing
up to 30% fewer amps*, the motor control system now consumes less
power without sacrificing performance.

Treadmills Built for the Long Term

•EASY TO SERVICE: The running belt and deck can be replaced in
fewer than 20 minutes. Front or rear rollers can be replaced in as few as
15 minutes.
•EASY TO CLEAN: A single-pass towel swipe cleans the entire
treadmill. There are no narrow cracks or grooves to clean, and the
aluminum side rails are scuff resistant.
The Experience Series treadmills’ active status light further improves
serviceability by helping facility operators identify and troubleshoot
problems early.

A buying decision that defines fitness
facilities
By investing in treadmills that are reliable, cost-effective, and easily
serviced, fitness facilities have the opportunity to minimize equipment
downtime, gain and retain members, and boost revenue. Precor
Experience Series treadmills incorporate the business needs of facility
operators into the treadmill’s core design. The result is long-lasting, high
performing equipment upon which thriving fitness facilities are built.

Ease of service
Treadmill downtime is costly for fitness facilities and can negatively
impact member satisfaction. According to operators interviewed by
Precor, serviceability factors heavily into equipment choices. Simply
stated, treadmills should be easy to maintain and repair.
To reduce downtime and avoid interruptions to exercisers’ fitness
programs, Precor Experience Series treadmills are:
*Compared to previous Precor treadmill models
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“When a treadmill is down, I need
it back up in less than 48hrs. That
means parts must be in-stock and
that service techs are well-trained and
available.”
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